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Linkedin/AlexanderGeorgeTudor

Software developer with a stable work history in technical sales and
customer account management. The opportunity to pivot and transition to
a new field has provided a chance to pursue a career where a passion for
technology and helping others could combine. Excited about entering a
field with growth and endless possibilities and finding ways to leverage my
passions to help your company continue to grow and thrive.

Development Projects
BookAlert Capstone Project
BookAlert is a web app that lets users keep track of new releases by their
favorite authors, and receive email notifications for new and upcoming
releases. Users can save books, and keep track of books that have been
purchased. It conforms to the MVC design pattern, and uses Java, Spring
Boot, Hibernate, jQuery, Fetch API and jQuery. This was a group project.
AdLister Project
The AdLister Project is a Craigslist style web application that lets users
perform CRUD operations. It was written in Java, and conformed to the
MVC design pattern. It uses Servlets with JSPs, JDBC, and MySQL. This
was a group project.

Github/AlexanderGeorgeTudor

Technical Skills
HTML, CSS, Bootstrap,

Weather Map Project
The Weather Map Project is an interactive web application that displays a
map and the 5-day weather forecast. It has search box capability and the
option to drag and drop the map marker to new locations, which will
update the 5-day forecast in real time. This was a solo project that utilized
the Open Weather and Mapbox APIs. It was written with a combination of
jQuery, AJAX, and Bootstrap CSS.

Java SE, Java EE (Servlets, JSP),
Spring, Thymeleaf, MySQL,

The Movie App
This website allows the user to add, edit, and delete movie information on
a server, and was built using jQuery, the Javascript Fetch API, and
Bootstrap CSS. This was a pair programming project.

Object-Oriented Programming,
Test-Driven Development, Version
Control with Git, Paired Programming

Contacts Manager CLI Application
This is a contact manager app written in Java. It allows users to show,
add, search and delete contacts. This was a pair programming project.

JavaScript, jQuery,

Professional Experience
Education
Codeup
Certificate of Completion
Jun 2021 - Jan 2022
A fully-immersive, project-based, and
intensive 22-week Full-Stack Java
Career Accelerator that provides
students with 670 hours of expert
instruction in software development.

Harrington Industrial Plastics - San Antonio, TX
Senior Inside Sales / Aug 2004 - Apr 2021
●
●

●
●
●
●
●

Trained new and existing employees for the inside sales position
Handled several key accounts while maintaining ongoing
relationships in the pipe, valves, and fittings industry for San
Antonio and Austin TX
Made contact with decision makers for several projects that led to
our company being awarded new business
Assisted customers in the selection of the proper products for
their applications
Provided support and troubleshooting to customers with technical
issues they were having in the field
Compiled bid packages for upcoming construction projects, and
maintained communication with key decision makers for those
projects in order to win business
Worked with vendors and shipping companies to provide
customers with accurate delivery dates, and logistics

